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Introduction
Mobile benign chest wall lumps are frequent
encounters in healthy children. A mass with deep
attachments however, is suspicious of neoplastic
origin. An isolated chest wall mass of tuberculous
origin in a healthy baby with normal BCG scar is
extremely rare according to the literature1.
Case report
A 20 month old healthy boy presented with an
incidentally detected right lateral chest wall mass.
The fairly well defined oval shaped mass of about
4cm size was attached to the underlying rib.
Clinical impression of the lump was of neoplastic
origin and Ewing sarcoma family of tumours was
the suspected pathological entity². Chest x-ray
showed a single lytic lesion of the 5th rib near the
costochondral junction. Computed tomography
(CT) scan identified the isolated lesion having a
soft tissue component extending from beneath the
skin causing rib destruction and indenting
underlying pleura (Figure 2). There was no
involvement of the lung parenchyma. The
radiology was compatible with the clinical
impression of Ewing sarcoma of the rib.
His full blood count, blood picture and erythrocyte
sedimentation rate were normal. An incision biopsy
was done instead of image guided tru-cut biopsy as
the centre of the lesion was radiologically necrotic.
Histology identified the presence of epithelioid
histiocytes forming granuloma with caseation,
lymphocytes and Langhans giant cells that were
diagnostic of tuberculosis (TB)3. There was
peripheral bone necrosis. His BCG scar was normal
and Mantoux test reading was 10 mm. Culture of
gastric aspirate was negative for TB.
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Biopsy was repeated to exclude the rare possibility
of co-existing malignancy. Second histology
findings were typical of TB and the diagnosis of
TB of the rib was confirmed. Histology of one of
the few small adjacent cervical lymph nodes was
reactive. Xpert MTB/RIF (Xpert) test which gives
faster and more accurate report than yield of culture
in extra-pulmonary tuberculosis of bone4 confirmed
the diagnosis of TB.
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Anti-tuberculous therapy was commenced under
supervision of chest physicians pending
tuberculous culture of the rib lesion5. The culture
however did not yield a growth of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. Negative culture of TB of rib is
common according to the literature1. Chest x-ray
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taken after three months of treatment identified
new bone formation and reduction of size of the
necrotic rib centre compatible with resolving TB.

On completion of anti-tuberculous therapy, the
baby remained healthy having marked reduction of
the chest wall mass.
Discussion
Bone and joints are affected in about 5% patients
with TB with a predilection to vertebral bodies and
large synovial joints6. According to the literature,
there are few reports of TB of rib presenting as a
discharging sinus7 but presentation as an isolated
chest wall mass is very rare1. Chest wall TB is
thought to occur by direct inoculation from lymph
nodes or via haematogenous spread6. BCG
vaccination is reported to have an efficacy of 50%
against Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection8. It is
difficult to explain the origin of the isolated
tuberculous rib lesion in this healthy baby with
normal BCG scar.
Clinical diagnosis of an isolated chest wall mass
with deep attachments in a healthy baby is often
suspicious of neoplastic origin although exceptions
are encountered rarely. In dubious instances
judicious use of radiological, histological,
immunological and microbiological techniques
would facilitate the diagnosis.
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